Impact of Multiple En Face Image Averaging on Quantitative Assessment from Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography Images.
To investigate the impact of multiple en face image averaging on quantitative measurements of the retinal microvasculature using optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA). Prospective, observational, cross-sectional case series. Twenty-one healthy individuals with normal eyes. Macular OCTA images were acquired from all participants using the Zeiss Cirrus 5000 with Angioplex OCTA software (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA). Nine OCTA cube scans per eye were obtained and 9 superficial retinal layer (SRL) and deep retinal layer (DRL) en face OCTA image slabs were averaged individually after registration. Quantitative parameters from the retinal microvasculature were measured on binarized and skeletonized OCTA images and compared with single OCTA images without averaging. Vessel density (VD), vessel length density (VLD), vessel diameter index (VDI), and fractal dimension (FD). Participants with artifact or poor image quality were excluded, leaving 18 eyes for the analysis. After averaging, qualitatively there was apparent reduction in background noise, and fragmented vessels in the images before averaging became continuous with smoother walls and showed sharper contrast in both the SRL and DRL. Binarized and skeletonized derivates of these averaged images also showed fewer line fragments and dots in nonvascular areas and more continuous vessel images than those of images without averaging. In both SRL and DRL, VD (P = 0.0010 and P = 0.0003, respectively), VLD (P < 0.0001 for both), and FD (P < 0.0001 for both) significantly decreased and VDI significantly increased after averaging (P < 0.0001 for both). Averaging of multiple en face OCTA images improves image quality and also significantly impacts quantitative measurements. Reducing noise that could be misinterpreted as flow and annealing discontinuous vessel segments seem to be major mechanisms by which averaging may be of benefit.